Decompression profile and bubble formation after dives with surface decompression: experimental support for a dual phase model of decompression.
The present study was initiated in order to determine the effect of decompression profiles on bubble formation following surface decompression using oxygen. Following an air dive to 496 kPa (130 fsw) for 90 minutes, three different profiles were tested in the pig; a USN staged decompression profile, a profile using linear continuous decompression with the same total decompression time as the USN profile (ABI) and a linear profile with half the total decompression time compared to the the first two (ABII). The subsequent surface decompression at 220 kPa lasted 68 minutes for all three schedules. The study demonstrated that, following final decompression, the two linear profiles produced the lowest amount of vascular gas, with the fastest profile producing significantly less bubbles in the Pulmonary artery than the other two. Similar results were obtained in the jugular vein. The results are in qualitative agreement with model simulation using the Reduced Gradient Bubble Model (RGBM), demonstrating that the controlling tissues are reduced from those with a half time of 40 minutes using the USN procedure to 5 minutes using the fastest linear profile.